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W E L O M E  T O  T H E
S U M M I T

Our Summit Intended Parent Package

gives access to our most elite-level

donors. We have searched the globe

over for exceptional donors like the

one you’ve selected to help you build

your family. Elevate maintains an

assemblage of just 20 Summit donors

at a time.

Summit Package donors are the most

desirable of an already elite database.

Summit Package allows intended

parent access to their chosen donor

with shorter, if any, wait time.

The Summit Package creates a

sanctuary for intended parents to

move securely and swiftly towards

embryo creation with your Summit

Donor. 

Your dedicated case manager will

prioritize you as a Summit Client by

offering superior service and

personalized care.

The Summit Package entitles you to a

built in insurance program that

guarantees a high grade, viable

embryo for a transfer or your third

party recycle (not clinical) will be paid

out by Elevate. 

From your own texting line to any

travel arrangements you need

completed,  your dedicated case

manager will ensure your cycle goes

smoothly.  

Congratulations on selecting an Elevate Summit Donor! 



ONE IN A MILLION 
DONORS YOU WON'T FIND ON ANOTHER DATABASE 

Elevate has searched the globe over through our many relationships and

connections to find donors that are one of kind. Through curated marketing,

campaigns and utilizing our inside relationships we find donors that are "the one"

for many discerning clients.  

SUMMIT
BENEFITS
With a built in insurance policy,

Summit will ensure you get everything

you need for a successful pregnancy

with a high caliber donor . 

Private client texting line for
use 24 hours a day.

Built in travel agent for any
arrangements you need for

your cycle.  

Weekly meetings upon
request for cycle updates

and progress. 



S E R V I C E S  I N C L U D E D

The Summit Package includes services paid out on your behalf for the following

aspects required for your donor and your match:

Genetic Counseling (an in depth

look from a Genetic Counselor at

your donor’s family health

history).

Psychological Evaluation

Escrow Fee (required to hold your

donor’s compensation, and any

travel funds needed for your cycle)

Legal Fees for the Intended

Parents

Legal fees for the donor

Insurance Policy for your donor

during her cycle (coverage starts

on the first day of medication and

lasts up to four months. This

policy covers the donor for up to

$250,000.00 should any IVF

complications occur).

One viable embryo is guaranteed

Summit Selection Price: $24,920.00



THE
GUARANTEE
Included in the Summit Package is our

guarantee program. Should a viable

embryo not result from your cycle,

Elevate will cover your legal fees,

insurance policy, escrow, and pre-

screening fees for any donor should you

need another cycle.  

Your donor will be medically cleared 1.
If your donor is not cleared by your physician (low AMH, AFC, Infectious Disease Testing,

Carrier Screening match or any other medical reason) then you will be rematched with an
Elevate donor of your choice and not be responsible for any additional coordination fees,

psychological assessment fees, AMH fees, genetic counseling and pedigree costs, insurance
policies, escrow or legal services for the intended parents and the donor. 

 
Sometimes a donor is not medically cleared because of a matching carrier mutation with the
intended parents. Though unfortunate, the Summit Package still acts as a guarantee program

and our agency will rematch you at no additional agency fee or screening costs.  

2. You will have at least one (1) post -PGT viable embryo  

Summit assures you have at least one (1) viable embryo post preimplantation genetic
testing (PGT). A viable embryo is defined as an embryo that an IVF physician deems

satisfactory for implantation via an embryo transfer procedure. If there is no viable embryo
then you will be rematched with the same or a different Elevate donor at no additional cost

for another cycle. 

*Does not include donor compensation, donor travel fees, or medical costs involved in the IVF process. 




